NOMAD SHAVE KIT
Stay Respectable, When Surrounded By Crime.
A toiletry designed after tried and tested military shave kits, the Nomad keeps you looking respectable no matter how long you’re out on the main line. More than enough room for full size shave cans, the Nomad features 2 external flat zip pockets, a carry handle, some neat tough zippers and a cavernous foot long main compartment you could even store your slippers in. Choose from 12 vibrant colors.
Keep that “dimensional worth of decency.”
Dimensions: 12”L x 5"W x 4"H

LIL ROY
Keep Your Gadgets Organized.
This lil’ friend could be your next best bag. Why? You can use different colors for different types of electronic gizmos and chargers and have them held in your Grip. The handles make it easy to carry, hang in your engine cab or pull from your Grip. Dual inside mesh pockets with mid-spec snap. Same tough zipper. Same tough warranty.
Dimensions: 9”W x 3”D x 8”H

DOG TAGS
If You’ve Bagged It, Take Time To Tag It.
Customize a tag for your bag, your keys, your dog, or simply label stuff. You can even put your important medical information or scripts on one and wear it around your neck. Our Dog Tag machine can handle 5 lines of up to 15 embossed letters. As available in characters means plenty of flexibility, like including your email address. Comes with a 4.5” long beaded metal chain for easy attachment.
Dimensions: 1 1/8”W x 2”H

TRI-FOLD SHAVE KIT
Look Neat, Feel Clean.
Just because you’re riding a high ball on the roll by doesn’t mean you should look like whiskers. The Tri-Fold toiletry kit is a step up from the Nomad. When you see one open you’ll see why. Brilliantly organized with a clever fold flat design that gives you easy access to your goods. Internal mesh pockets allow you to see your kit and a third “hidden” pocket flips out for the private stuff. Stow away hanger / handle zips away when not in use. The last toiletry kit you’ll ever need.
Dimensions: 10”L x 6”W x 4 1/2”H

RIGGER WALLET
A Stash For Your Cash
Next time you feel like spending money, pull it out of your Red Oxx Rigger Wallet. Extra deep tri-fold cash pocket, a clear ID window, a zipper change pocket and just enough card slots (how many cards do you really need anyway?) to get the job done. All wrapped up in our colorful rigger nylon we use on our bags. Choose from 12 vibrant colors.

RED OXX BALL CAP
Top off your brain plate with a Red Oxx cap.
Classic lines, cool colors. Adjustable velcro strap. One size fits all.

HOW TO ORDER
GO TO GOOGLE AND TYPE “RED OXX RAILROAD” IN THE SEARCH BOX
CLICK ON THE RED OXX WEBSITE. DON’T HAVE INTERNET ACCESS? CALL TOLL FREE: 1-888-733-6999

RED OXX no BULL LIFETIME WARRANTY

VISIT WWW.REDOXX.COM * CALL 1 888 733 6999